Abstract. This paper deals with optimal asymptotic distribution of knots for various types of spline approximations.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to extend the results obtained by Barrow and Smith [1] , and by Pence and Smith [4] , about optimal distribution of knots in univariate spline approximation, to various types of spline approximations and in particular to approximation by tensor-product splines. First, we briefly survey the results obtained for the univariate spline approximation in [1] , [4] , and then describe their various extensions.
Given a sequence of knots tN := {0 = t0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < tN_x < tN = 1}, let SkN(tN) denote the space of polynomial splines of order k (degree less than k) with knots th . A function t is said to be a distribution if t G C' [ These results also hold under weaker hypotheses on / and t (see [4] ). Let SkN be the set of /cth order splines on [0, 1] having at most N-\ interior knots counting multiplicities, and let {fN} be the best approximants to / from SkN . An important result is that the knots of {/^j tend uniquely to the optimal distribution as N -> oc. For the exact convergence sense see Theorem 3 in [1] , Our first extension of these results is to the case of approximation of a finite set of functions. we obtain an analogous result to (1.1) which yields the optimal density of knots u*. y * Similarly, by exchanging the roles of x and y we get the optimal density u for the approximation by V^'p(s)f(x, ■)-the L [0, 1] metric projection of f{x,-) onto S^{s), for each 0 < x < 1 . In Sec. 4, we consider the operators U := UN1' , V := VN*' and prove that UVf = VUf is the L2[0, l]2 projection of / onto (t) ® S1^ (s). By using the orthogonal projection properties of U, V, UV we get:
where all the norms are those of L2[0, l]2. Thus u* and u* are nearly optimal densities for approximation by tensor-product splines. Based on (1.9), a method for knot placement is proposed. The knots are placed according to the densities u* and it*, with Nl, N2 chosen so that ||(7 -U)f\\ ~ ||(7 -V)f\\, as implied by (1.9).
In Sec. 5, we show that u* and u* are optimal densities in the following sense: For any fixed distribution 5 and N2 knots on the F-axis there is a density of knots on the X-axis u* N which is optimal for the tensor-product approximation. We prove that {u* converges to u* as N, -* oo, in a sense to be made precise in Sec. 5. Thus, u* is optimal as a limit of optimal densities and the same applies ♦ y* to u .
Finally in Sec. 6 we note that our results extend easily to tensor-product splines in 1".
2. Optimal distribution of knots for approximation of a finite set of functions.
Theorem 2.1. Let F = C Cfc[0, 1], 1 < p < oo, t a distribution, and EkN'p(t)F the error defined by (1.7). Then Km NkEkNP{t)F = Um ^||(7 -PkNP(t))g\\Lp[0, " , (2.1) where g is any function satisfying
In addition, minimization of (2.1) over D yieldŝ
Proof. In view of (1.1) and (1.2) the expression lim^^ Npk\\{I-P^'p(t))fi\\pL [0 î s additive in ft. This together with (2.2) implies 1=1 which proves (2.1). Result (2.3) is a direct consequence of (1.6). □ Corollary 2.2. The optimal density for the approximation of the set F is the optimal one for the approximation of g satisfying (2.2). This density is given by Denote the L2[0, l]2 metric projection of / onto S1^ (t) <g> (s) by Qf, then Q is clearly an orthogonal projection operator. For a detailed description of the tensor-product splines see [2] , [5] . ii(/-n/n =11/11-11^/11, (4-8)
W(I-UV)f\\2 = \\f\\2-\\UVf\\2, wuvfw < \\uf\\ < \\UVf\\<\\Vf\\< ||(/ -UV)fW2 = ||(7 -V)f\\2 + 11(7 -U)Vf\\2, ||(7 -UV)f\\2 = ||(7 -U)f\\2 + ||(7 -V)Uf\\2. max(||(7 -U)f\\, ||(7 -V)f\\) < ||(7 -UV)f\\ Proof. The left inequality follows from Corollary 4.3. Since U is an orthogonal projection we have ||(7 -V)Uf\\2 = ||U(I -V)f\\2 < ||(7 -V)f\\2. This together with (4.10) yields the right inequality. □ By the Fubini Theorem ||(7 -U)f\\ = Ek^'2(t)F where F = {/(•, y) \ 0 < y < 1}, and ||(7-V)f\\ = Ek^'2(s)F where F = {f{x, •) | 0 < x < 1}. Thus Theorem 4.4 2 indicates that a close to optimal distribution of knots for tensor-product L2[0, 1] spline approximation is given by the optimal knot distribution for U in the x direction and the optimal knot distribution for V in the y direction. By Corollary Proof. In view of (4.10) and the fact that V = VN2' is fixed, the optimal distribution on the X-axis for F = {Vf(-, y) | 0 < y < 1} minimizes ||(I -U)Vf\\. The optimal density for the approximation of / by UJ is a direct extension of that in Sec. 3. This extension follows from the fact that the Lebesgue convergence Theorem holds on an ^-dimensional cube. The sense of optimality given in Sec. 5 also extends easily.
